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ABSTRACT

Objectives: To explore the experiences of patients receiving oral anticancer agents.

Design: A qualitative study using semistructured interviews with a grounded theory approach.

Setting: A university hospital in Japan.

Participants: 14 patients with gastric cancer who managed their cancer with oral anticancer agents.

Results: Patients with cancer experienced inner conflict between rational belief and emotional resistance to taking medication due to confrontations with cancer, doubt regarding efficacy and concerns over potential harm attached to use of the agent. Although they perceived themselves as being adherent to medication, they reported partial non-adherent behaviours. The patients reassessed their lives through the experience of inner conflict and, ultimately, they recognised their role in medication therapy.

Conclusions: Patients with cancer experienced inner conflict, in which considerable emotional resistance to taking their medication affected their occasional non-adherent behaviours. In patient-centred care, it is imperative that healthcare providers understand patients’ inner conflict and inconsistency between their subjective view and behaviour to support patient adherence.

INTRODUCTION

With the development of oral anticancer agents, adherence to medication regimens is vital to maximisation of benefits and minimisation of risks. Oral chemotherapy is the standard treatment for gastric cancer in Japan to prevent recurrence and improve survival.1 However, patients with gastric cancer who have undergone gastrectomy often suffer from dumping symptoms,2 and refuse medication3 and discontinue its use due to side effects.4 Increased risks of recurrence and disease progression are prevalent in non-adherent patients with gastric cancer.

Healthcare providers often assume that patients adhere to their oral anticancer agent regimens because of their life-threatening illness, and they do not specifically ask their patients about adherence during consultations.5 However, Partridge et al6 warn, ‘Adherence should never be assumed, even in oncology’ in their review article on medication adherence. In fact, underadherence and overadherence have both been reported.78 Some patients forget, intentionally skip, or are confused about when and how to take their medication.9

There are two types of non-adherence. Intentional non-adherence is an active decision not to take medication as prescribed, whereas unintentional non-adherence is a passive process in which the patient fails to adhere to prescribing instructions due to forgetfulness, carelessness, or the complexity of a medication regimen.10–12 Causes of intentional non-adherence include lifestyle, negative emotions and greater severity of side effects,11 while sociodemographic factors, such as male gender and middle age, are mainly associated with unintentional non-adherence.14 Patients’ beliefs about medication are stronger predictors of adherence than clinical and sociodemographic factors.15 A meta-analysis indicates the importance of patient support based on the Necessity–Concerns Framework, which states that patients’ balance of their perceived need of the treatment (Necessity beliefs) and concerns about the potential adverse consequences (Concern) affects adherence.14 A synthesis of qualitative studies of medication in chronic diseases also concludes that people are reluctant to take
medicine because of concerns about the medicine, including tolerance, long-term effects and stigma.\textsuperscript{15}

Recently, patients with cancer have had new tasks to perform, including self-administration, self-monitoring and self-management;\textsuperscript{9} 16 17 however, they are often vulnerable, with threatened self-identities, fear of death and anxiety concerning a process full of uncertainty.\textsuperscript{18}

The illness process often leads to psychological vulnerability and loss of personal power, and demands that the patient gains control over these psychological effects.\textsuperscript{19}

Healthcare providers tend to promote adherence simply based on whether the patient is adherent or non-adherent; however, patient support should be based on individual real needs with a deep understanding of their thoughts, feelings and behaviours. We conducted a qualitative study to explore the experiences of patients with cancer receiving oral anticancer agents and their perceptions regarding taking their medication.

METHODS
Study design
We conducted a qualitative study with patients diagnosed with gastric cancer, to gain knowledge of their lived experiences with taking medication, using Strauss and Corbin’s grounded theory approach.\textsuperscript{20} Semistructured interviews were used to explore individual participants’ perspectives, as only patients know how they manage their medication and illnesses in their daily lives.

Participants
Patients with advanced gastric cancer (defined as ‘tumour invasion beyond the muscularis propria’),\textsuperscript{21} who were receiving more than one cycle of oral anticancer agents following surgery were included in the study. Gastric cancer is one of the commonest cancers, and the second leading cause of cancer death in Japan.\textsuperscript{22} Since the evidence supports the safety and efficacy of oral anticancer agents (TS-1),\textsuperscript{1} it is important to encourage patients to adhere to oral chemotherapy. Owing to the presence of numerous older patients with cancer, there was no cut-off age in this study. We excluded patients who had communication problems (difficulties in speaking and understanding about symptoms and medication) and significant physical discomfort including side effects, anxiety or depression, assessed by the primary physician.

The study was explained to the participants, who were recruited at routine clinical appointments in a university hospital in Tokyo. Then, the first author (KY) again explained the details of the study to patients who were still interested in the study, including the purpose, interview method and the voluntary nature of the study. Lastly, informed consent was obtained from patients who agreed to participate in the study.

Data collection
We developed a semistructured interview guide based on the literature regarding barriers to oral anticancer medication adherence.\textsuperscript{5} 9 23 The first author (KY) conducted all individual interviews in Japanese using the interview guide at a meeting room in Keio University Hospital in Tokyo between May and September 2013. The mean interview time was 25 min (range 15–50).

Interview topics included participants’ perspectives on medication management and side effects. In addition, we asked participants how they took their medication in their daily lives, including taking it in the workplace, and how they felt about it (for the interview schedule, see online supplementary file 1).

For purposive sampling, we established inclusion criteria in consideration of current practice at the outpatient clinic, and gathered demographic and medical backgrounds of research participant candidates to collect data relevant to adherence of patients with gastric cancer. Then, we performed purposive sampling based on the inclusion criteria. We began interviews with open questions (eg, ‘How would you describe your experience of taking medication?’) and collected data widely using a semistructured interview guide. After our initial data collection for two participants and analysis, we employed theoretical sampling. We collected data focusing on important phenomena (eg, attitude towards medication as essential drug, a sense of duty towards medication, emotional resistance and partial non-adherence) in the study. We added new interview questions based on the analysis. In the sampling for selective coding after the 10th participant, KY wrote a story line, examined relationships among categories and led to a potential core category. However, we still needed more data on ‘emotion when forgetting to take medication’ and ‘meaning of taking anticancer agents’. Therefore, we continued theoretical sampling. We revised the story line, re-examined relationships among the categories, and identified the core category. Finally, when we collected data from 14 participants, the data reached theoretical saturation; there were no further data to lead a new category, and the relationships between categories were established. The research team had regular meetings to review the data, and discuss interpretations during the sampling and analysis process.

Data analysis
The data were analysed according to grounded theory methodology.\textsuperscript{20} All interviews were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim. The data were analysed using the constant comparative method: in open coding, line-by-line coding was conducted, and concepts were labelled and categorised. During axial coding, subcategories were derived from identifying relationships among the labels, and categories were related to subcategories (for an example of the analysis process, see online supplementary file 2). Using selective coding, a core category was identified by relating it to other categories. Once the themes and quotations to support them had been finalised, they were translated into English by a professional translator, and edited by a
native English speaking editor. Finally, the authors validated the translation from Japanese to English.

The rigour of the study was confirmed by establishing credibility, dependability and confirmability. The researchers reviewed the data, and agreed with the codes and themes identified. The second author (HK) confirmed the results of the analysis performed by the first author (KY).

RESULTS
All patients who had been provided with the research overview (N=14) agreed to participate in the study. The mean age of the participants was 63.4 years (range 43–80 years). Two participants were 80 years old but vigorous: one still owned and ran his own company, and another exercised five times a week. All participants were fully active and managed their medication themselves (table 1).

Inner conflict in patients with cancer (core category)
Inner conflict in patients with cancer emerged as a core category with five relevant categories (Rational belief, Emotional resistance, Subjective view: Perceived adherence, Behaviour: Partial non-adherence, and Recognition of one’s role in medication therapy) (table 2). First, the inner conflict occurred between patients’ rational beliefs and emotional resistance; they felt a sense of duty to survive and wanted to take medication as prescribed in a trustful relationship with the physician, but at the same time, they had negative emotions due to confrontation with cancer, doubt regarding efficacy and concern over potential harm. Emotional resistance outweighing their rational beliefs triggered partial non-adherent behaviours. Second, the inner conflict caused a distortion in thought and denial of their partial non-adherent behaviours. The patients with cancer tried to ensure that their necessity beliefs for survival and behaviours were consistent, and, therefore, they maintained their conscious thought as being adherent, while they reported intentional as well as unintentional non-adherence episodes. This caused the inconsistency between their subjective views and behaviours. Third, the participants reassessed their lives through the experience of cancer and inner conflict, and they ultimately accepted their life as it was. When the gap between their rationality and emotions is narrowed, they recognised their role in medication therapy.

Rational belief
The diagnosis of cancer was a shocking event; the participants suddenly realised that life is finite. To ensure their survival, they had a sense of duty to adhere to medication regimens, because they knew that anticancer agents could potentially extend their lives. Otherwise, their own mortality could become a reality:

If I do not take medicine, I do not think I will be able to live (56-year-old female; Participant E).

It is different from common drugs such as cold medicine and stomach medicine. So I manage to take it because I feel I have to take it. I think I am carefully managing it compared with other drugs (47-year-old male; Participant D).

The participants perceived needs for medication, and used self-motivation to follow their medication regimens:

I stir myself. It may be my motivation. It’s my obligation. I have to do it. I have to take medicine, so I do (55-year-old male; Participant B).

I know I have to take it. I just make the best of it (76-year-old male; Participant A).

Table 2 Common themes in patients taking oral anticancer agents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core category</th>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Subcategories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inner conflict</td>
<td>Rational belief</td>
<td>A sense of duty to survive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Trust in physician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emotional resistance</td>
<td>Confrontation with cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Doubt regarding efficacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjective view: perceived adherence</td>
<td>Concern over potential harm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Behaviour: partial non-adherence</td>
<td>Perceived adherence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intentional non-adherence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recognition of one’s role in medication therapy</td>
<td>Acceptance of life as it is</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Patient characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(N=14)</th>
<th>Mean age (range) 63.4 (43–80)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender n (%)</td>
<td>Male 11 (78.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female 3 (21.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage at diagnosis n (%)</td>
<td>Stage IIB 3 (21.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stage III 8 (57.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stage IV 3 (21.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job status n (%)</td>
<td>Full-time 6 (42.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retired or semiretired 7 (50.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Housewife 1 (7.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status n (%)</td>
<td>Married (1 was widowed) 10 (71.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Divorced 2 (14.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unmarried 2 (14.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The participants’ rational belief was also affected by their trust in the physicians. A trustful relationship with the physician was one of the motivations for continuing treatment.

(There is important, to take medication and receive intravenous therapy, which means not stopping treatment and trusting the physician. That’s it (56-year-old female; Participant E)).

I really trust my physician and receive treatment. He is a very good physician for me. I have to do my part too. I cannot betray his trust (64-year-old female; Participant G).

**Emotional resistance**

The opposite side of rational belief in inner conflict was emotional resistance. Although the participants all knew what to do, they had considerable emotional resistance to taking their medication due to confrontation with cancer, doubt regarding efficacy and concern over potential harm attached to use of the agent. As these emotions constantly resurfaced, they experienced conflicting emotions with respect to whether they should take medication.

First, every time the participants took their medication, they had to acknowledge that they were suffering from cancer. It was depressing.

So far, there are no side effects. But I feel depressed when I take the agent. Maybe it is only a sensory impression (80-year-old male; Participant F).

The participants knew that taking medication was not a painful procedure, but they felt uncomfortable doing so, because taking the anticancer agent represented the reality of the situation—I have cancer.

(The anti-cancer agent is) different from other agents. I am very nervous about taking it. It’s a distinct feeling (56-year-old female; Participant E).

Taking TS-1® is no big deal for me, but it is depressing to think that I have to take this anti-cancer agent for four weeks. I tell my friend that it (treatment duration) varies so I have to take it anyway. Take it easy. If it’s like ‘take it or no way,’ I will be depressed (47-year-old male; Participant D).

The break between treatments was a relief for the participants, because they did not have to think about cancer:

I can only forget about the disease during the break. You know, it’s four weeks on and one week off. I say aloud ‘I’m happy!’ (64-year-old female; Participant G).

Second, all of the participants provided informed consent to undergo oral chemotherapy, but they still doubted the medication’s efficacy. They suggested that the agent could have been effective for others but not for them.

The outcome may be the same anyway, even if I do not take medication (76-year-old male; Participant L).

The efficacy is not so great. It is said to expect about 10% improvement, but I assume that it declines over time (57-year-old female; Participant H).

Third, the participants were concerned over potential harm from medication. They were aware that potent medications usually have side effects and affect individuals differently. Although none of the participants reported experiencing severe side effects, they had strong concerns about side effects and the impact the treatment would have on their lives.

One man received information from his physician that indicated that oral anticancer agents could improve his chance of survival from 70% to 80%, but he wondered what it would mean for him and was concerned about the impact the agent would have on his life:

In short, it is a 10% improvement. It’s a balance with side effects. I wonder whether the side effects are really bad and if the agent is dramatically effective. I will continue to take it at any price while enduring distressing side effects, if it is effective, but it may not be really effective for me, so it’s a balance with side effects (76-year-old male; Participant L).

One woman questioned the significance of oral anticancer agents while balancing the expectation of treatment effects against toxicity:

So what? For example, to reduce the rate of metastasis by 10%, the agent kills normal cells as well. Is it good for me? I am concerned about it (57-year-old female; Participant H).

**Subjective view: perceived adherence**

All of the participants perceived themselves as adherent to medication as prescribed. As the participants acknowledged the importance of medication, based on their rational beliefs, they strongly denied their attitudes to non-adherence:

Forget to take medication? Never! It’s different from cold medicine. I don’t think that people who are taking this kind of medicine ever forget it (56-year-old female; Participant E).

I never understand people who have forgotten to take it (76-year-old male; Participant A).

The majority of the participants managed the medication in their own ways, and they emphasised how easy taking medication was, stating that they had never broken the rules:

It’s easy to take medication. I only have to take it after morning and evening meals. I put the medicine on the table. I have never been non-adherent (46-year-old male; Participant C).
One man said that he had always taken his medication as prescribed, but he also said that he had not taken it on the day of the interview. However, he was unaware of the contradiction:

Oh, I never skip medication. Well, this morning, I skipped it, because I left home early (70-year-old male; Participant J).

**Behaviour: partial non-adherence**

There was divergence between the head (active participation in therapy) and the heart (temptation to avoid taking medication). The participants were sometimes driven more by emotion than reason:

I don’t know why, but sometimes I don’t want to take it…’ (64-year-old female; Participant G).

Umm, I really wish I could skip it (medication). I have such irresistible feelings (47-year-old male; Participant D).

In fact, the participants reported intentional and unintentional partial non-adherence; however, none of the participants discontinued the medication completely.

Some patients reported occasionally skipping their medication intentionally. One of the participants was very strict regarding medication management on weekdays. However, at the weekend, he did not care about it as much as he did during the week.

I want to have a day off (medication) on Saturdays because I sometimes drink beer in the morning, I try not to overlap (alcohol and medicine), but sometimes they do overlap, so I skip it (medication) (47-year-old male; Participant D).

Other participants also occasionally skipped their medication on purpose, but they justified their non-adherent behaviour by describing it as an exception due to a change in routine or special occasion. Participant C insisted that it was easy to take the medicine and stated that he had never broken his rule, but he later reported that he skipped his medication when he entertained his clients, because he did not want to spoil the mood at dinner:

I don’t take medication when I entertain my clients or drink alcohol (46-year-old male; Participant C).

Partial non-adherence occurred through skipping medication (the skipped medicine was left unused) or modifying the medication schedule. One participant usually paid attention to overdoses and underdoses but changed the treatment schedule according to his own judgment by adding a day off:

The doctor told me one week on and one week off, but, I often take it for 6 days and then take 8 days off (80-year-old male; Participant F).

The participants also experienced unintentional non-adherence, which mainly involved forgetting to take the medication:

It’s mostly at the weekend (when the patient forgets to take medication) (45-year-old male; Participant M).

I usually forget to take medication at night. I sometimes fall asleep right after a meal. I recognise that I’ve forgotten my medication, but it’s too late. I don’t know whether I should take it or not. In such cases, I decide not to take it (67-year-old male; Participant K).

A change in regimen sometimes confused patients. When the regimen was changed, one man continued to take his medication three times, instead of twice, per day:

I thought it was the same, so I took medicine every morning, day, and night. After one week passed, I recognised my mistake, because the medicines were consumed so fast (55-year-old male; Participant B).

**Recognition of one’s role in medication therapy**

Through the experience of inner conflict, the patients reassessed their lives with cancer, and ultimately accepted their lives as they were. Even if the treatment is not effective, they will accept the fact.

If recurrence does occur, that’s life (80-year-old male; Participant F).

I hope the agent works well, but if it does not work for me, I will accept it (70-year-old male; Participant N).

When the participants acknowledged the situation where there were positive and negative aspects, taking the medication was no longer stressful:

No more (frustration). Now I feel I am beating it (70-year-old male; Participant J).

As mentioned earlier, the 57-year-old female participant heard that the prognosis for her type of cancer was poor, and she struggled to find a solution by balancing the possibility of a 10% improvement against the potential harm to her body. She reassessed her values and the meaning of the treatment and, eventually, she found her role in treatment.

It’s about my body. So I have to do what I should do (57-year-old female; Participant H).

Once such patients recognise their roles in medication therapy, they will more fully commit to treatment.

**DISCUSSION**

The participants in our study experienced inner conflict between rational belief and emotional resistance to
taking medication due to confrontation with cancer, doubt regarding efficacy and concerns over the potential harm of drugs. In contrast to their acknowledgement of the importance of treatment and perceiving themselves as adherent, both intentional and unintentional partial non-adherence was reported. There were apparent contradictions between their subjective view (perceived adherence) and behaviours (partial non-adherence). The participants reassessed their lives through the experience of inner conflict, and ultimately recognised their roles in medication therapy.

Our study is one of the few to focus on thoughts, feelings and behaviours with respect to medication adherence of patients with cancer, including patient reports of their partial non-adherence. Our findings offer further insight into the interpretation of non-adherent behaviours in patients with cancer. There are several limitations with respect to the generalisation and interpretation of the findings. As with all qualitative studies, our sample size was small. In addition, because sociodemographic factors, such as gender and age, are mainly associated with non-adherence, some sample effects may have been involved, including those of using a single institution, examining a single type of cancer, and the inclusion of older patients and a higher proportion of men. Women and patients with other types of cancer in other settings were under-represented in this study. The mean interview time was quite short because one of the participants gave us short answers, and ended the interview in 15 min. We included his data to the analysis because his comments were very important. After excluding this participant, the interviews ranged from 30 to 50 min. We collected necessary data and achieved theoretical saturation. However, the depth and amount of the data might be limited. When ‘emotional resistance’ outweighs ‘rational belief’ for a prolonged time, non-adherence may occur. However, full non-adherence data were not included in this study because no patients discontinued their medication.

Patient adherence to medication regimens is widely studied as an important research area in modern oncology, which include surveys on practice, factors affecting adherence, and interventions. Our results support the balance theory of the Necessity-Concerns Framework in a qualitative study of the Asian population with gastric cancer. Our study illustrates how the balance between the necessity beliefs and concerns is disrupted, and the imbalance results in partial non-adherent behaviours in patients’ words. Although the patients in the present study wanted to actively participate in the therapy based on their rational beliefs, emotional resistance sometimes outweighed rational beliefs. The concerns included potential harm and doubt of patients’ personal need for their medication, and were consistent with those in the previous study of intentional non-adherers with chronic conditions who had stronger concerns than their necessity beliefs. The previous qualitative study addresses patients’ considerable sacrifices behind the necessity beliefs outweighing the concerns that women with breast cancer sought to be adherent to adjuvant endocrine therapy despite a range of side effects. Overadherence and the impact of experiencing side effects on adherence are important; however, these issues remain unexplored in our study because there were no reports of overadherence or underadherence due to side effects.

In addition to the balance between the necessity beliefs and concerns, we also found the wavering psyche and inner conflict caused a distortion in the patients’ thought and denial of their partial non-adherent behaviour. Negative emotions distort people’s logical rationality. The inconsistency between their thoughts and behaviours is probably related to a defense mechanism in which people use denial to protect against experiencing excessive anxiety in serious illness. Their partial non-adherent behaviours conflict with the necessity beliefs that are integral to their survival. As cancer is a life-threatening illness, they maintain their subjective view (conscious thought) as being adherent, but some of the patients actually skipped or modified their medication occasionally. Patients’ behaviours do not always coincide with what they say, and this inconsistency may occur at an unconscious level, as shown in the strong denial of non-adherence to medication regimens. Consequently, a majority of non-adherent patients with cancer belong to partial non-adherence. Uncertainty and fear of death or recurrence are always associated with cancer. Similar to fear of recurrence triggered by clinic visits and other healthcare-related activities, the anticancer agent reminded the patients of cancer, evoking negative emotions. Owing to constantly emerging negative emotions, patients’ thoughts and behaviours are not always consistent while swinging like a pendulum between their opposing beliefs and feelings.

If adherence involves taking medication as prescribed, and non-adherence involves failing to take any prescribed medicines, all other patterns can be considered partial adherence or partial non-adherence. All reported non-adherent behaviours in this study were occasional and regarded as partial non-adherence. Most reasons for the partial non-adherence that are consistent with previous studies are as follows: special occasions and changes to routine such as different sleeping times, drinking alcohol and socialising for intentional non-adherence, and forgetting and making careless mistakes for unintentional non-adherence.

Patients with cancer live with a paradox; they often find new meaning, purpose and value in their lives and these positive changes are associated with their reflections on their suffering during treatment. Positive affirmation helps the patient to recognise his or her role in treatment and cope with the disease more effectively through active acceptance, adjustment of physical and psychosocial consequences, and reconciliation with life and death.

The findings have implications for practice and future research to develop patient-centred care for patients
receiving oral anticancer agents. Since patients’ inner conflict affects adherence, nurses should take a personalised approach to individual patients by paying attention to the conflict behind non-adherent behaviours rather than simply focusing on adherence or non-adherence. Understanding patients’ rational beliefs and emotional resistance helps assessing potential partial non-adherence, and planning preventive interventions.

Healthcare providers should be aware that their relationships with patients have an impact on medication adherence. A trustful relationship with a physician is one of the factors that contribute to adherence.41 There is an urgent agenda to establish a routine monitoring system for patients receiving oral anticancer agents beyond the boundaries of healthcare providers.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Not following prescribed regimen in cancer appears as irrational behaviour to healthcare providers, but each patient has a compelling reason for not taking medication. Once the underlying issue is revealed, it leads to opportunities to improve medication adherence. Understanding patients’ inner conflict between rational beliefs and emotional resistance facilitates sharing problems with patients, and considering the inconsistency between their subjective view, and behaviour helps healthcare providers to develop effective interventions. These patient-centred approaches are fundamental to support patient adherence.
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